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Aim and scope:

International Journal of Women’s Health and Reproduction Sciences is an open access, peer-reviewed scientific research journal that provides rapid publication of articles in all fields of women’s health and reproduction science on the basis of its originality, importance, interdisciplinary interest, timeliness, accessibility, elegance and surprising conclusions. Hence, it offers an exceptionally fast publication schedule including prompt peer-review by the experts in the field and immediate publication upon acceptance. The editorial boards’ aims at reviewing the submitted articles as fast as possible and promptly include them in the forthcoming issues. International Journal of Women’s Health and Reproduction Sciences is scientific journal of Women’s Reproductive Health Research Center of Tabriz University of Medical Sciences, Iran (http://wrhr- en.tbzmed.ac.ir/).This center has the agreement and approval number from Iranian Ministry of Health[A/51592016(2009.12.14)]. IJWHR supports the Open Access initiative. Abstracts and full texts (PDF format) of all articles published by IJWHR are freely accessible to everyone immediately upon publication. This journal is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution License. We are member of the ICMJE and follow the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals, issued by International Committee for Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE), as well as the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) code of conduct for editors.
The “International Journal of Women’s Health and Reproduction Sciences” is a modern forum for scientific communication. Data and information, useful to investigators in any discipline in women health and reproduction sciences, in basic and medical clinical sciences, mainly including:

- Antioxidant Therapy in Reproduction Medicine
- Defense Androgen and Estrogen
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Will be published after they have been peer reviewed. This will also include reviews and multidisciplinary research.

Instructions for Authors

A. General Policy:
Manuscripts, or the essence of their content, must be previously unpublished and should not be under simultaneous consideration by another Journal. The authors should also declare if any similar work has been submitted to or published by another Journal. By virtue of the submitted manuscript, the corresponding author acknowledges that all the co-authors have seen and approved the final version of the manuscript. The corresponding author should provide all co-authors with information regarding the manuscript, and obtain their approval before submitting any revisions. Manuscripts are only accepted for publication on the understanding that the authors will permit editorial amendments, though proofs will always be submitted to the corresponding author before being sent finally to press. Prior to the initial submission of a new manuscript, please carefully consider that all authors’ names are included as no change to authors’ details will be permitted after the acceptance. The decision to accept a contribution rests with the Editorial Board of the IJWHR.

Manuscripts will be considered for publication in the form of original articles, Case report, short communications, Letter to editor and review articles. The work should be original or a thorough by an authoritative person in a pertinent field.
B. Manuscript Preparation:

Manuscripts should be prepared in accordance with the “Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submission to Biomedical Journals” proclaimed by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (http://www.icmje.org).

1. Manuscripts submitted in English, must be type written, double-spaced, on good quality A4 paper, or paper of similar format. Authors are requested to reserve margins of at least 2.5cm all around the paper. Original drawings of photos, tables and figures should be furnished together with the manuscripts.

2. Manuscripts should be kept to a minimum length and should be subdivided into labeled sections (Title page, Abstract, Keywords, Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusion, Acknowledgement, and References).

3. A title page is to be provided and should include the title of the article, authors’ names with full first name (with degrees), authors’ affiliation, suggested running title and corresponding author. The affiliation should comprise the department, institution (usually university or company), city and state (or nation). The suggested running title should be less than 50 characters (including spaces) and should comprise the article title or an abbreviated version thereof. For office purposes, the title page should include the name and complete mailing address, telephone and fax number, and email of the one author designated to review proofs.

4. An abstract no longer than 250 words for reviews and research articles is to be provided as the second page. Abstract should be structured as objective(s) (including purpose setting), materials and methods, results, and conclusion.

5. A list of 3-8 keywords, chosen from the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) list http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/MBrowser.html, is to be provided directly below the abstract. Keywords should express the precise content of the manuscript, as they are used for indexing purposes. Provide abbreviations and nomenclature list in an alphabetical order and non-standard abbreviations contained in the manuscript (excluding references) with definitions after the keywords. Use abbreviations sparingly and only when necessary to save space, and to avoid repeating long chemical names or therapeutic regimes. In a figure or table, define the abbreviations used in a footnote.

6. Tables in limited numbers should be self-explanatory, clearly arranged, and supplemental to the text. The captions should be placed above.

7. Figures should be utilized only if they augment understandability of the text. The captions should be placed below. Drawings and graphs should be professionally prepared in deep black and submitted as glossy, black and white clean Photostats. Professionally designed computer generated graphs with a minimum of 300 DPI laser printer output is preferable. Color photographs are welcomed.

8. The same data should not be presented in tables, figures and text, simultaneously.

9. References in limited numbers and up-to-dated must be numbered consecutively in order of citation in the text (number in parentheses). Periodical titles should be abbreviated according to the PubMed Journals Database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db= journals). Print surnames and initials of all authors when there are six or less. In the case of seven or more authors, the names of the first six authors followed by et al. should be listed.
Examples of IJWHR End Note Style:

10. For short communication, follow the instructions for original articles, except that the total word number of the main text (excluding references, tables and figure legends) is limited to 2000 with no more than 2 figures and/or tables and no more than 15 references. An abstract, not exceeding 150 words, should be presented at the beginning of the article.

C. General Consideration:

1. **Peer review process:** All submissions will be reviewed anonymously by at least three independent referees. All manuscripts will be acknowledged upon presenting to the Journal office, provided that all stated requirements are met. Authors are encouraged to suggest names of three expert reviewers, but selection remains a prerogative of the Editor. The whole review process depends on receiving referees comments and revising the manuscripts based on these comments to the author. On receipt of the revised article from the author, and after final approving by referees, the letter of acceptance is issued to the author. Authors have the right to communicate to the editor if they do not wish their manuscript to be reviewed by a particular reviewer because of potential conflicts of interest. No article is rejected unless negative comments are received from at least two reviewers.

2. **Conflicts of interest:** Authors should disclose, at the time of submission, information on financial conflicts of interest or other interests that may influence the manuscript. Authors should declare sources of funding for the work undertaken.

3. **Ethical consent:** All manuscripts reporting the results of experimental investigations involving human subjects should include a statement confirming the informed consent was obtained from each subject or subject's guardian. All animal or human studies should be used after approval of the experimental protocol by a local ethics committee.

4. **The authors are responsible for the whole scientific content as well as the accuracy of the bibliographic information.**

5. **Copyright:** Accepted manuscripts become the permanent property of the IJWHR and may not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the written permission of the Editor.
6. Disposal of material: Once published, all copies of the manuscript, correspondence and artwork will be held for 6 months before disposal.

7. This journal is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution License.

8. Once a manuscript is accepted for publication it will be provided with a registered DOI number following the acceptance decision. Manuscripts accepted for publication by the IJWHR will be published as ahead of print articles prior to the printing date of their scheduled issue. Corresponding author will be provided with a PDF Proof by the publisher once the production process of an accepted manuscript is over

9. Publication Fee:
A non-refundable charge of (75 USD or 55 Euro) for each accepted manuscript must be paid by the author(s) to PMCARAS as its copyright on behalf of IJWHR by PayPal method, invoice will send for each accepted manuscript to correspondences author.

10. Fast-Track Review Fee (FTF):
Authors sometimes have to meet publication deadlines, e.g. for promotion & tenure or thesis defense, grant proposals, spending of research funds before a certain deadline, publication of follow-up papers, or because the findings are deemed important.
Manuscripts can be submitted for "Fast Track Review" by paying a "Fast Track Fee (FTF)". When submitted in fast track mode, the manuscript will be judged within 21 working days since the fast track request submitted to International Journal of Women's Health and Reproduction Sciences (IJWHR).

The editors of IJWHR reserve the right for final decision which means submitting for "Fast Track Review" will no guarantee a manuscript to be accepted but it makes the judging process faster than the routine review process.
Publication fee for accepted articles in FTF option is 50 US$ extra for each manuscript, and for Iranian authors is 2,000,000, Rials extra.

8. should the authors need any technical assistance for English edit of your manuscript, they can contact the head of English edit section at: language@ijwhr.net

Peer Review Process
IJWHR accepts manuscripts report novel findings, which could result in impacts on in all fields of women’s health and reproduction science based on its originality, importance, interdisciplinary interest, timeliness, accessibility, elegance and surprising conclusions. Hence, it offers an exceptionally fast publication schedule including prompt peer-review by the experts in the field and immediate publication upon acceptance. Quality and topic of submitted manuscript beside the priority of research field are the least considered criteria in each manuscript before entering in formal review process.
Any type of submissions containing scientific information necessitates review process to ensure content quality. Technical editor checks the format and style of manuscript prior to review process to assure its compatibility with ijwhr guidelines for authors. Checking compatibility continues in whole of the review process and publication. In cases when the authors have not considered the guidelines, the manuscript will be sent back to the authors for compatibility. Each submitted manuscript will be considered by the editor-in-chief or one of associate editors in the editorial board. If it meets the minimum criteria to be included in review process, one of the editors (topic expert) selects at least two external reviewers for detailed evaluation process. Selection of
reviewers is based on their scientific background and experience, previous works, authors’ suggestion, and expertise. Reviewers promise to undertake the confidentiality of materials previous to ePublication. In the review process of *ijwhr*, reviewers stay anonymous. Also, authors could suggest reviewers for their manuscript. Managing editor receives the reviewers’ comments and sends them along with decision letter to corresponding author. Final decision on each manuscript will be made by the assigned editor of the manuscript. As *ijwhr* is a rapid response journal, so this process takes not more than three weeks. Decision letter determines the status of manuscript in five ways:

1. **Acceptance**: The manuscript could be ePublished. This process lasts two weeks. Before ePublication, corresponding author could verify a proof copy of the paper. After ePublication, paper will be in a queue to be published in one of *ijwhr* upcoming issues.

2. **Minor revision**: Authors will receive comments upon their manuscript, at which point the authors will be asked to submit a revised copy beside cover letter showing authors’ rejoinders, and also a marked copy utilizing Track Changes in Review menu of Microsoft Word Documents. Revised manuscript should be submitted in one month after decision letter. Unless, authors need to go through a resubmission process.

3. **Major revision**: It means a chance to reorganize the manuscript to meet the required scientific criteria for another review process. Authors should pay more attention to reviewers’ comments and focus on their highlighted points. Editor may/may not request the authors to resubmit their revised manuscript beside cover letter and a marked copy. Revised manuscript should be submitted in one month after decision letter. Otherwise, authors need to go through a resubmission process.

4. **Rejection**: In most cases, methodological and scientific concerns are the main origins of rejection. Causes of rejection will be sent to the authors to provide more chance for them for publication in other journals.

5. **Withdraw**: if the manuscript does not meet the scopes of *ijwhr*, it will be withdrawn with suggestion to be sent to another journal.

*ijwhr* may invite prominent experts to submit editorials or review papers in special topics, which will be reviewed by editors only. Also, commentaries may pass the same way in review process. In cases that concerns arise during review process about statistical test, methodology or techniques applied in research, editor may request independent internal/external experts to comment before final decisions. As the final point, we strongly suggest authors to observe research and publication ethics in their manuscript, as reporting of any unethical issue during steps of review may lead to the rejection of the work by *ijwhr*. Also, the authors should consider that they are in the charge of all materials (scientific and ethical) that they provide in their articles. All of editors and reviewers of *ijwhr* do their utmost to keep the quality of disseminated scientific works to ensure the solid impact of papers on biomedical fields. In *ijwhr*, the review process lasts maximum two month.
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